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Let k be an algebraically closed field and A the affine algebra of a

nonsingular irreducible affine curve defined over k. Then A [X], the

algebra of polynomials over A, is the affine algebra of the product

variety CXk1. Let P be a projective module of finite type over

A [X]. The module P corresponds to an algebraic vector bundle over

CXk1 [4, §4, Chapter II]. The purpose of this note is to prove the

following

Theorem. There exists a projective module A over A of finite type,

such that

P = A ®AA[X]

(i.e. every algebraic vector bundle over CXk1 can be obtained as the in-

verse image of an algebraic vector bundle over C, by the projection map-

ping CXk^k1).

This result generalizes the one proved in [6] that every algebraic

vector bundle over k2 is trivial. The method of proof is also similar

to [6].

Let B be a normal (integrally closed) noetherian ring. Then a

divisor D in B [3, §2, Chapter III ] is a finite linear combination with

integral coefficients of prime ideals of height 1 (minimal prime ideals).

Let 5 be a multiplicatively closed subset in B, not containing 0 and

containing 1, and BS_1 the ring of classes of fractions b/s, bEB, sES.

Then for a divisor D = ^.ej atpi in B (pi prime, at integer) we define

a divisor DS-1 in BS~X by

DS-1 = £ aj(pjS-1),
ieJ

J being the subset of I containing those indices for which pi does not

intersect 5.

Proposition 1. Every divisor D' in BS*1 can be put in the form

DS~X where D is a divisor in B.

We have only to prove that every prime ideal p' of height 1 in

BS^1 can be expressed in the form pS"1 where p is a prime ideal of
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height 1 in B. This is an immediate consequence of [2, Proposition 1,

Expose l].

Proposition 2. Let B further satisfy the condition, that for every

maximal ideal m, the localized ring Bm (i.e. Bm = BS~l with S = B — m)

is factorial. Then for every projective module N over BS~1 of rank 1,

there exists a projective module M over B of rank 1, such that N is iso-

morphic to M®b BS~l.

N is isomorphic to an inversible ideal (cf. [l, §3, Chapter VII]) in

BS~K Let 51 be such an ideal. It is easy to verify that (BS-1: (BS-1: 21))

= 21. Therefore 21 is the ideal of a divisor D' in BS~l (cf. [3, Corollary,

Theorem 4, §2, Chapter III]). By Proposition 1, D' can be "lifted"

to a divisor D in B. The ideal 1(D) of the divisor D is "locally" prin-

cipal because of the hypothesis that Bm is factorial for every maximal

ideal m (cf. [3, Theorem 1, §3, Chapter III]). Therefore 1(D) is an

inversible ideal and corresponds to a projective module M over B of

rank 1 (cf. [5, Proposition 3}). It is easily verified that N is iso-

morphic to M®s BS-1.

Corollary. Proposition 2 is valid when B is the affine algebra of a

nonsingular irreducible affine variety.

For, in this case, it is well-known that every Bm is factorial.

Let now A be the affine algebra of an irreducible nonsingular affine

curve C defined over an algebraically closed field k and P a projective

module of finite type over B =A [X]. Then P corresponds to an alge-

braic vector bundle over CXk1. In order to prove the theorem it can

be assumed that P is of rank 5^2, since by a theorem of Serre [5,

Theorem l], P = Li+Pi, where Lx is free and Pi is of rank :S2. Let

5 be £[X]*, the set of all nonzero polynomials over k. When P is of

rank 1, the theorem stated is well-known. Therefore, we suppose

hereafter that P is of rank 2. Consider PS-1. This is a projective

module over BS-1 (the affine algebra of the curve C extended to

K = k(X)) of rank 2. Then BS-1 is a Dedekind ring, so that

P®k[x]k(X)=PS-l = Ni + N2, where A^ is a free module over BS-1

of rank 1 and N2 a projective module over BS~l of rank 1 (cf. [5,

Proposition 7]). We can choose elements yu zu • ■ • , zp of P and

«G^[l]* such that yi®l/a generates Ni and Zi®l/a, ■ ■ ■ , zp®l/a

generate N2. Because of Proposition 2 it can be supposed that

Zi, ■ ■ ■ , zp generate a projective submodule M2 of P of rank 1. Let

Mi be the free submodule of P of rank 1, generated by yx. Then

L — Mi + M2 is a submodule of P satisfying the following conditions:

(i) £ is a direct sum of projective modules of rank 1;
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(ii) aPELEP, aEk[X}*.
Further it can be supposed that

(iii)  (L:P) = (a), and

(iv) If Li is a submodule of P satisfying (i) and (iii) in place of

L and LELiEP, then it should follow that L = Li.
If "a" were a unit, the required theorem is proved, otherwise 3 a

prime p (pAl) of k[X] which divides a. Let a = aip. Because of the

property L: P =(a) on account of (iii), 3 an element xEP such that

aixEL and paixEL. This shows that LC\pPApL. Now consider

the homomorphism

II: L/pL^P/pP

induced by the inclusion LEP- Then P gives rise to the following

exact sequence

(1) 0 -» Ker n -> L/pL -> Im II -* 0

of modules over the ring (k [X]/(p)) ®kix] A[X] which is canonically

isomorphic to A, since k is algebraically closed. By means of this iso-

morphism, we consider the modules in the exact sequence (1) as

modules over A. Then Im II is a projective module over A, since it is

a submodule of P/pP which is a projective module over the Dede-

kind ring A. Therefore (1) splits and we have

(2) L/pL = Ker n + Im IT.

Since L is a direct sum of projective modules of rank 1 and the theo-

rem stated is known to be true for projective modules of rank 1, L is

isomorphic to (L/pL) <gu A [X]. Therefore the decomposition (2) can

be "lifted" to the following decomposition as modules over A [X]:

L = M + N with M/pM = Ker II,        N/pN = Im II.

Since LC\pPApL, Kerll^O. Therefore, since L/pL is of rank 2,

either Ker II is of rank 2 and Im II is 0, or Ker II and Im II are both

of rank 1 respectively. In the first case, 3 a submodule Lx of P such

that pLi = L. Then Li is obviously a direct sum of projective modules

of rank 1 and

aiP C Li C P,       aip = a.

In the second case 3 a projective submodule Mi of P (of rank 1)

such that pMi = M. It is trivial to verify that Mi contains M strictly.

Let Li = Mi + N. Then Lx is a direct sum of projective modules of

rank 1 and contains L strictly, so that by (iv)

bPELiE P.
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b being proper divisor of a.

Thus, in any case when a is not a unit, we obtain BPELiEP,

6 being a proper divisor of a and Li being a direct sum of projective

modules of rank 1. By repeating the process, we find that P is itself

a direct sum of modules of rank 1 and as the theorem is known to be

true for projective modules of rank 1, it is proved.

Finally, the author would like to express his thanks to Professor

J. P. Serre for the many kind suggestions he received from him.
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